
Tips for Parents by Susie Kohl 

Hearing Our Own Voices  
RE YOU USUALLY AWARE DURING INTENSE COMMUNICATIONS whether your tone sounds 

harmonious and soothing or irritable and defensive? We can all be oblivious to the 

effects of our own voices, yet we feel puzzled when children use a tone that challenges 

us or upsets someone else. Giving children a sense of their voice provides one of the richest tools 

they can possess in achieving happy relationships with others.  

One of the basic challenges for children is learning to consciously adjust their volume. They 

often can’t tell if their voices are too soft or too loud. Excitement, strong desires, or intense 

frustration produce loudness that can seem inappropriate to our adult ears. Sensitivity, new 

situations, or tentativeness often makes children’s voices too soft for others to hear.  

Taking time to role-play about ways of using one’s voice helps a child of any age. For example, 

having a quiet child practice saying “No” in a strong voice or finding the words and voice 

strength to assert what they want in a social situation can help them set strong boundaries. Role- 

playing is a safe way we can offer feedback that doesn’t sound critical. 

One helpful tool for awareness is helping children distinguish between a “talking voice” and a 

“fighting” one. Arguments often get out of hand simply because we use a “fighting” tone without 

realizing it. We can stop ourselves and reflect out loud about whether we are using a talking or 

fighting voice and invite children to do the same. 

Our voices can be soothing, compelling, or accusatory simply depending on our awareness. 

Reflecting on our voices is really a way of tuning into ourselves and aligning with our highest 

intentions, so taking time to explore how our voices sound is a lifelong gift. 
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